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NUMERICAL 
RECIPES Orthogonal Polynomials And Gaussian 

Quadrature With Nonclassical Weight 
Functions 
William H. Press and Saul A. Teukolsky 

The subject of orthogonal polynomials crops up in 
a variety of different applications in both analytic 
and numerical work. Every different weight 

function (defined below) implies a different set of 
orthogonal polynomials. For the few most common, 
"classical" weight functions, the resulting polynomials are 
tabulated in standard references. In this column we will 
show you how to construct your own orthogonal 
polynomials when the weight functiol1 in your problem is 
not one of the classical forms. As an application, we will 
show how you can use a set of such orthogonal 
polynomials to carry out an otherwise intractable Gaus
sian quadrature. 

To fix our notation, let us consider an interval (a,b) 
on the real axis. We define the "scalar product of two 
functions f and g over a weight function W" as 

(fig) == ib 

W(x)f(x)g(x)dx. (1) 

The scalar product is a number, not a function of x. Two 
functions are said to be orthogonal if their scalar product is 
zero. A function is said to be normalized if its scalar 
product with itself is unity. A set of functions that are all 
mutually orthogonal and also all individually normalized 
is called an orthonormal set. 

We can find a set of polynomials (i) that includes ex
actly one polynomial of order j, called Pj (x), for each 
j = 0,1,2, ... , and (ii) all of which are mutually orthogonal 
over the specified weight function W(x). A constructive 
procedure for finding such a set is the recurrence relation 

P_I(X) ==0, 
Po(x) == 1, 
PH I (x) = (x - aj )Pj (x) - bjpj_1 (x), 

where 

aj = (xpjl p)/(pjl p), j= 0,1,2, ... , 

(2) 

j= 0,1,2, ... , 

bj=(pjlpj)/(pj_llpj_I)' j=1,2,.... (3) 

The coefficient bo is arbitrary; we can take it to be zero. 
The polynomials defined by (2) are monic, i.e., the 

coefficient of their leading term [x j for Pj(x) 1 is unity. If 
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we divide each Pj (x) by the constant [( Pj I Pj) ] 1/2 we can 
render the set of polynomials orthonormal. One also 
encounters orthogonal polynomials with various other 
normalizations. You can convert from a given normaliza
tion to monic polynomials if you know that the coefficient 
of x j in Pj is Aj , say; then the monic polynomials are ob
tained by dividing eachpj by Aj • Note that the coefficients 
in a recurrence relation like (2) depend on the adopted 
normalization. 

For the "classical" orthogonal polynomials, the 
coefficients aj and bj have been worked out long ago, with 
formulas for them given in standard references. In such 
cases, the recurrence relation (2) provides a stable means 
of generating the polynomials. The classical cases include 
the Legendre polynomials [W(x) = 1], Chebyshev poly
nomials [W(x) = (1_X2)-1/2], Jacobi polynomials 
[ W(x) = (1 - x)a(1 + x)P], which are all defined on 
the interval ( - 1,1). On the interval (0,00 ) there are the 
Laguerre polynomials [ W(x) = xae - x], while on 
( - 00,00) there are the Hermite polynomials 
[W(x) = e- X

']. 

By contrast, if you are confronted with a nonclassical 
weight function W(x), the construction of the associated 
set of orthogonal polynomials is not trivial. The procedure 
of Stieltjes, outlined above, is to compute ao from (3), then 
PI(X) from (2). Knowing Po and PI' we can compute al 
and b l from (3), and so on. But how are we to compute 
the inner products in (3)? 

The textbook approach is to represent each Pj (x) 

explicitly as a polynomial in x and to compute the inner 
products by multiplying out term by term. This will be fea
sible if we know the first 2N moments of the weight 
function, 

Jlj = ib 

xjW(x)dx, j=0,1, ... ,2N-1. (4) 

However, the solution of the resulting set of algebraic 
equations for the coefficients aj and bj in terms of the mo
ments Jlj is in general extremely ill-conditioned. Even in 
double precision, it is not unusual to lose all accuracy by 
the time N = 12. We must thus reject any procedure based 
on the moments (4). 

Sack and Donovan I discovered that the numerical 
stability is greatly improved if, instead of using powers of 
x as a set of basis functions to represent the Pj'S, one uses 
some other known set of orthogonal polynomials 1Tj (x), 
say. Roughly speaking, the improved stability occurs 
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because the polynomial basis "samples" the interval (a,b) 
better than the power basis when the inner product 
integrals are evaluated, especially if its weight function 
resembles W(x). 

So assume that we know the modified moments 

Vj = i b 

'lTj (x) W(x)dx, j = 0,1, ... ,2N - 1, (5) 

where the 'lTj'S satisfy a recurrence relation analogous to 
(2), 

'IT_1(x) ==0, 

'lTo(x) == 1, (6) 

'lTj+ 1 (x) = (x - aj )'lTj (x) - /3j'lTj _ 1 (x), 

j= 0,1,2, ... , 

and the coefficients aj , /3j are known explicitly. Then 
Wheeler2 has given an efficient O(N 2

) algorithm equiva
lent to that of Sack and Donovan for finding aj and bj via 
intermediate quantities 

(7) 

Initialize 

(T _ 1,/ = 0, 1= 1,2, ... ,2N - 2, 

(TO,I = VI' 1= 0,1, ... ,2N - 1, 

ao = ao + V1/VO, 

bo=O. (8) 

Then, for k = 1,2, ... ,N - 1, compute 

1= k,k + 1, ... ,2N - k - 1, 

ak = a k - (Tk_I,k/(Tk_I,k_1 + (Tk,k+ I/(Tk,k' 

bk = (Tk,k/(Tk_I,k_I' (9) 

Note that the normalization factors can also easily be 
computed if needed: 

(Polpo) = VO, 

(pjlp)=bj(pj_,lpj_')' j=1,2,.... (10) 

You can find a derivation ofthe above algorithm in Ref. 3. 
Wheeler's algorithm requires that the modified 

moments (5) be accurately computed. In practical cases 
there is often a closed form, or else recurrence relations 
can be used. The algorithm is extremely successful for 
finite intervals (a,b). For infinite intervals, the algorithm 
does not completely remove the ill-conditioning. In this 
case, Gautschi4 recommends reducing the interval to a 
finite interval by a change of variable, and then using a 
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Box 1. 

SOaROO'TlWt orlbos(a.&A'IiII.alph,beh, •• b) 
nnCtl III.IPUX 
k.tiL .Ca) ,alpha(2.n-l) ,engU -n). b(n) , beta(2.D-l) 
PARAKETEJl(IIMU·6~) 

Computes the coefficients ., .. nd .J' j ~ 0, .. . N - 1. of the ,Hunc",,, fel.lion rOt 
monk ortholOl"lal polyrtOmi.,. with wti,hl fun<lion Wb) by Wheele,'" ."orilhm On input , 
alpha(1 : 2-n-2) .nd bata(1: 2eD - 1) arc the coefficient I oJ and P" j :;;; 0, . .. 2N - 2. 
o( the ,.cu rrence relalion (Ot tht: (hOMft buij. 01 Oflhoc.Onlt polynomial, The modiftcd moo 
mtnt, "1 arc input in uQ.(1:2-n) The: 6'$1 0 c:oe.n;c:~nll ate ,c:lu,ne:d in .. (1;:n) ~nd 
b(. : .) . 

INTECE!\ k,l 
REAL o1g(2 • • IlU",2-.KU'1) 
do .. 1-3,2-0 

o1g(l.1).O. 
onddo II 
do u 1- 2,2.0+1 

o1g(2 .1) ..... (1-1) 

onddo II 
.( l)-dphaC 1) •• :nu(2)/e.nu( 1) 
b(.)·O . 

do It 1-11:. 2-I\ .. t.3 
,i&(k .U·oig(k-',l+.).(.lpha(1- .)-.(k-2» •• i&(k-',l)-

b(k-2)'oIg(k-2 .1)-b.toO- .) · 0I8(k- •• l-.) 
.rutdou 
.(k-!).alph.(k-')'oIg(k ,k-.)/';&(k ,k)-'i&(k-. ,k)/,1!(k-'.k-') 
b(k-!).';g(k ,k)/dg(k-',k-.) 

.,,,,1.40 .. 
return 
END 

suitable discretization procedure to compute the inner 
products. You will have to consult the reference for 
details. 

Box 1 lists a routine, orthog, for generating the 
coefficients aj and bj by Wheeler's algorithm, given the co
efficients aj and /3j, and the modified moments vj.To 
conform to the usual FORTRAN convention for dimen
sioning subscripts, the indices of the (T matrix are 
increased by 2, i.e., sig(k,l) = (T k _ 1,/ _ I' while the indices 
of the vectors a, fl, a, and b are increased by 1. 

As an example of the use of orthog, consider the 
problem3 of generating orthogonal polynomials with the 
weight function W(x) = -log x on the interval (0,1). A 
suitable set of 'lTj'S is the shifted Legendre polynomials 

'lTj = [(j!) 2/( 2j)!] Pj (2x - 1). (11 ) 

The factor in front of Pj makes the polynomials monic. 
The coefficients in the recurrence relation (6) are 

aj =!, j = 0,1, ... , 

/3j = 1/[4(4-r2)], j= 1,2, ... , 
(12) 

while the modified moments (calculated analytically) are 

{
I, j= 0, 

Vj = (-1)j(j!)2/U(j+ 1)(2j)!], I;d. (13) 

A call to orthog with this input allows one to generate the 
required polynomials to machine accuracy for very large 
N. Before Sack and Donovan's observation, this seemingly 
simple problem was essentially intractable. 

Let us turn now from the construction of orthogonal 
polynomials to one of their principal applications, namely, 
the construction of Gaussian quadrature formulas. The 



simplest quadrature formulas (trapezoidal rule, Simp
son's rule, and their higher-order Newton-Cotes general
izations) approximate the integral of a function by the 
sum of its functional values at a set of equally spaced 
points, multiplied by certain aptly chosen weighting 
coefficients. The idea of Gaussian quadratures is to give 
ourselves the freedom to choose not only the weighting 
coefficients, but also the location of the abscissas at which 
the function is to be evaluated: They will no longer be 
equally spaced. Thus we will have twice the number of de
grees of freedom at our disposal; it turns out that we can 
achieve Gaussian quadrature formulas whose order is, 
essentially, twice that of the Newton-Cotes formula with 
the same number of function evaluations. 

Does this sound too good to be true? Well, in a sense 
it is. The catch is a familiar one, which cannot be 
overemphasized: High order is not the same as high 
accuracy. High order translates to high accuracy only 
when the integrand is very smooth, in the sense of being 
"well approximated by a polynomial." 

There is, however, one additional feature of Gaussian 
quadrature formulas that adds to their usefulness: We can 
arrange the choice of weights and abscissas to make the in
tegral exact for a class of integrands "polynomials times 
some known function W(x)" rather than for the usual 
class of integrands "polynomials." The function W(x) 
can then be chosen to remove integrable singularities from 
the desired integral. Given W(x), in other words, and 
given an integer N, we can find a set of weights Wj and ab
scissas Xj such that the approximation. 

(14) 

is exact if f(x) is a polynomial. 
The theory behind Gaussian quadratures goes back 

to Gauss in 1814, who used continued fractions to develop 
the subject. In 1826 Jacobi rederived Gauss's results by 
means of orthogonal polynomials. The systematic treat
ment of arbitrary weight functions W(x) using orthogo
nal polynomials is largely due to Christoffel in 1877. The 
fundamental theorem of Gaussian quadratures that lets 
you find the abscissas for any particular case is the 
following: The abscissas of the N-point Gaussian quadra
ture formula (14) with weight function W(x) in the 
interval (a,b) are precisely the roots of the orthogonal 
polynomial P N (x) for the same interval and weight 
function. 

Once you know the abscissas X1' ... 'XN , you need to 
find the weights wj,j = 1, ... ,N. The most useful computa
tional formula for the weights is 

since the derivative P;' can be computed efficiently by the 
derivative of (2) in the general case, or by special relations 
for the classical polynomials. Note that (15) is valid as 

written only for monic polynomials; for other normaliza
tions, there is an extra factor of A N / AN _ 1 , where A N is the 
coefficient of xN in PN' 

What is the best way to solve for all the abscissas and 
weights for some Gaussian quadrature formula? Except in 
some special cases, the best way is not to use a root-finding 
method like Newton's method on PN(X). It is generally 
faster to use the Golub-Welsch5 algorithm, which is based 
on a result of Wilf.6 This algorithm notes that if you bring 
the term XPj to the left-hand side of (2) and the term Pj + 1 

to the right-hand side, the recurrence relation can be 
written in matrix form as 

xl~~ ]- [:~ 0

, 

PN-2 

N-I 

or 

][ 
PO] [01 P, 0 

: + : 
1 PN-2 0 

ON_I PN-I PN 

(16) 

Here, T is a tridiagonal matrix, p is a column vector of 
PO,Pl,,,,,PN-l' and eN _ 1 is a unit vector with a 1 in the 
(N - l)th (last) position and zeros elsewhere. The 
matrix T can be symmetrized by a diagonal similarity 
transformation D to give 

J=DTD- 1 

(17) 

The matrix J is called the Jacobi matrix (not to be 
confused with other matrices named after Jacobi that arise 
in completely different problems!). Now we see from (16) 
that PN (xj ) = 0 is equivalent to Xj being an eigenvalue of 
T. Since eigenvalues are preserved by a similarity 
transformation, Xj is an eigenvalue of the symmetric 
tridiagonal matrix J. Moreover, Wilf 6 shows from the 
Christoffel-Darboux identity that if Vj is the eigenvector 
corresponding to the eigenvalue xj , normalized so that 
V· v = 1, then 

W· = 1I0V21' j r j, (18) 

where Vj,l is the first component of v. Now finding all 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a symmetric tridiagonal 
matrix is a relatively efficient and well-conditioned 
procedure. 7-9 

Box 2 lists the routine gaucof, for finding the 
abscissas and weights, given the coefficients aj and br 
Remember that if you know the recurrence relation for 
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Box 2. 

SD3ItOUTllE I&l1eof(D, .. ,b,AIa'llO,I,Y) 
IHTEGEll m,IKil 
!lEAL llIIuO,.(m) ,l>(m) ,w(m) ,.(m) 
PliW!ETEA (IKiloS.) 

tlSSS OJ.9.src, cql.i 
Compute. the ablcWlJlllnd wei,"Ls for a Glluui,lIIn qUlld,aluril' formul. from I~c hcobi m~lrix. 
On inpul . .. U=D) ~"d b(1:'I1) lie Ihe c.oefficie-nlJl of the recurrence ~1.lion rOf Ihe lei 

or monic otthOlonl1 pol:.onomill •. The quanlily JJo ~ J: W(z)d~ i. input u omuO. The 
.. b .. cu.,n and wei,htJ Ire returned in ducendin, order in x(1 ::a.) .nd v(1 :n) . The Ar,ay b 
do mod;fi~. Executiol\ earl be spccekel up by rnodifrinC t-qli and dgsrt. to c.omputoe- only 
lhe filIt c:omponenl of eOich eilenwec'lor. 

UTEGER 1,j 
IIE.lL • (1Kil,1Kil) 
dOlt i-l.a 

1f(1. u .1)b(1).'qrt(b(1)) 
dOli j.1.l'. 

if(i.oq.jltbon 
.(1,j) -1. 

• 1 •• 
.(1,j) -O . 

• :lltHf 

IUl.dd,Ou 

call tqli(a .• b,n,It'KU:,z) 
call .ig81."1; (., 'Z In, lMi.l) 
don i-l.:a. 

.(1)-.(1 ) 
v(i) -puO.z(1. i) ··2 

• Dcldou 
retu.rn 
EIID 

Set III P &lIpe,cI'i .. con.l' cf llcobi mlt,i ... 
Set liP l(I",ntitJ m.ln:. for tqll 1'0 (ompulf; ci,ffl'o'fl:' ..... 

E"q,1I.~(18) , 

orthogonal polynomials that are not normalized to be 
monic, you can easily convert it to monic form by means 
of the quantities Aj • 

So, to summarize, there are three routes that can get 
you to the abscissas and weights of a desired Gaussian 
quadrature. Which route you take depends on how 
standard your weight funciton is. 

( 1) If your weight function is "very" standard, then 
the fastest procedure (by a factor of 3 to 5) is to use direct 
root finding on PN(X) for the abscissas, by Newton's 
method. The reason is that good approximations are 
available lO as starting guesses for the zeros of P N (x), 

enabling Newton's method to converge very rapidly. 
Newton's method requires the derivative p':V (x), which is 
evaluated by standard relations in terms of P Nand P N - 1 • 

The weights are then evaluated from the formula (15). 
(2) If your weight function is not standard enough to 

have known good starting guesses (or if you are too lazy to 
track them down), but is standard enough to have known 
recurrence coefficients aj and bj , e.g., tabulated in 
standard references, 11 then use gaucof to get the desired 
weights and abscissas. Remember that you need the a/s 
and b/s for the monic polynomials. Note that gaucof uses 
the Numerical Recipes7

-
9 routines tqli and eigsrt. For 

high accuracy, it is straightforward to convert all three 
routines to double precision. 

(3) If your weight function is completely nonclassi
cal, then you must use orthog to get the coefficients aj and 
b

j
• To do so, you will need to know the recurrence 

coefficients for a classical set of orthogonal polynomials 
on the same interval [the a's and f3's in equation (6)], 
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and you will need to calculate the modified moments of 
equation (5) for that classical polynomial-analytically if 
possible, numerically (to high precision) if you must. 
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In our next column: Fredholm and Volterra Integral 
Equations of the Second Kind. 

Correction 

The column on "Recursive Stratified Sampling for 
Multidimensional Monte Carlo Integration" (Marchi 
April, 1990), by William H. Press and Glennys R. 
Farrar, incorrectly characterized the performance of 
the program VEGAS by G.P. Lepage. Our copy of 
VEGAS was corrupt, with modifications not sanc
tioned by Professor Lepage. Also, there was a bug in 
our testing program. 

In fact, VEGAS' performance is substantially 
better than that of our routine miser on the first two 
test problems discussed, and comparable on the third 
test problem. In all cases, VEGAS' reported variances 
are in fact accurate. It is possible to find test problems 
where miser outperforms VEGAS, but the examples 
given are not good cases of this. 

We regret the errors. VEGAS is a program that is 
widely and successfully used. Because it is important 
that uncorrupt source code of VEGAS be generally 
available, Professor Lepage has agreed to provide an 
up-to-date discussion of the program, including a 
complete listing. This will appear in a future issue. 




